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A study is made of compact homotopy functors, i.e. set-valued homotopy functors in the sense 
of E.H. Brown, defined on an abstract homotopy category ‘@ in the sense of Brown, and admit- 
ting factorizations through the category of compact Hausdorff spaces. A Sullivan type comple- 
tion is defined in this abstract context, and it is shown that this gives rise to a completion for 
‘topologized objects’ in B. Finally, the equivariant Sullivan profinite completion is obtained by 
taking 0 to be the homotopy category of based G-CW complexes, where G is a compact Lie 
group. 
Introduction 
Recently, May, McClure and Triantafillou [13] have constructed an equivariant 
localization of G-spaces, where G is a compact Lie group, and May [12] has sub- 
sequently constructed, for G-spaces, an equivariant completion in the sense of 
Bousfield and Kan. 
One of the main objects of this paper is to construct, for G-spaces, an equivariant 
profinite completion in the sense of Sullivan [ 18,191. In fact, this completion ap- 
pears as a special case of a general abstract Sullivan completion, which is con- 
structed in Section 2. To perform this construction, it is necessary to make a study 
of ‘compact homotopy functors’; these are set-valued homotopy functors in the 
sense of Brown [2], defined on a homotopy category g in the sense of Brown and 
admitting factorizations through the category of compact Hausdorff spaces. In the 
particular case where g is the homotopy category of CW complexes, these functors 
were called ‘compact Brownian functors’ by Sullivan [ 191, and the study in Section 
1 generalizes his theory. In this particular case, some of the results in [18,19] were 
proved independently by Kahn [6]. Homotopy functors have also been called 
‘half-exact functors’ by A. Dold in the context of CW complexes and by A. Heller 
in the abstract categorical context. 
In Section 3, it is shown that the general abstract Sullivan completion constructed 
in Section 2 gives rise to a completion in gT, the category of ‘topologized objects’ 
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in g. This generalizes the author’s results in the particular case where E? is the 
homotopy category of CW complexes [3]. 
In Section 4, the special case where ‘65 is the homotopy category of based G-CW 
complexes is considered, in order to obtain the equivariant Sullivan profinite com- 
pletion. 
The general abstract framework developed in the first three sections could also 
be used in other cases, such as, for example, that of spectra, to obtain the Sullivan 
profinite completion constructed by Margolis [9, p. 1311, or that of G-spectra [7]. 
1. Compact homotopy functors 
If X and Y are objects in a category g, [X, Y] will denote the set of morphisms 
from X to Yin ‘I??. Set will denote the category of sets, Top the category of topo- 
logical spaces, Cmpt Haus the full subcategory of Top whose objects are compact 
Hausdorff spaces. F will denote indiscriminately the forgetful functor Top + Set or 
its restriction Cmpt Haus --t Set. Definitions for categorical concepts used below, in 
particular filtered and cofiltered categories, and final and initial functors, can be 
found in [8]. 
The proof in the classical case of a directed set can be easily generalized to obtain 
the following: 
Lemma 1.1. If d is a cofiltered category and A : ,A’ + Cmpt Haus is a functor such 
that A(a) is non-empty for every object a of .&, then lim A is non-empty. 0 
According to Brown [2], a pair (@?, g,,), where ‘6? is a category and gO is a small, 
full subcategory of %, will be called a homotopy category if it satisfies the following 
conditions: 
(1) % has coproducts and weak pushouts; V?,, has finite coproducts and weak 
pushouts preserved by the inclusion fZoC f2. 
(2) For each sequence of morphisms X,, +X, + 1 (n = 1,2, . . .) in E?, there exists a 
weak colimit Tel X,, such that the canonical map 
colim[Z,X,] + [Z, Tel X,] 
is a bijection for every ZE gO. 
The following property of a homotopy category is very useful in applications: 
Condition (W). A morphism f: X + Y in E? is an isomorphism if and only if 
f * : [Z, Xl -+ t-7 Yl 
is a bijection for every Z in ‘~72~. 0 
Let (@?, gO) be a homotopy category and let 55’ be a subcategory of @?. By a slight 
extension of Brown’s terminology [2], a (contravariant) functor H: .S’ Op --t Set will 
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be called a homotopy functor if it takes the coproducts which exist in CB to products 
and the weak pushouts which exist in 55’ to weak pullbacks. The functor H will be 
said to be compact if there exists a factorization 
$iJO” c ------+ Cmpt Haus 
H 
\ 1 F 
Set 
[2, Theorem 2.81 has the following immediate consequence: 
Brown’s Representability Theorem. If (‘f?, f??,) is a homotopy category satisfying 
Condition (W), then a functor H: iTop + Set is representable if and only if H is a 
homotopy functor. 0 
If X is a fixed object of the category g, (gOIX) will denote [8, p. 461 the 
category of objects of ‘$$ over X, whose objects are maps f: L +X in g with L in 
E’~ and whose morphisms from f to f’ : L’+ X are those maps h : L -+ L’ in e0 for 
which f’h =f. Let r, : (@Z,,l X) -+ 0, be the forgetful functor taking L -+X into L. 
If H: %$‘-+ Set is any functor, then, since go is small, lim Hrx exists and is an 
object of Set. If we vary X in E?, we get a functor A: %‘Op + Set: 
I?(X) = lim H&, XE 8. 
fi is the right Kan extension of H along the inclusion goC 0 [8]. 
Note that, since g0 has finite coproducts and weak pushouts, (gO i X) is filtered 
for any X. 
We now formulate two conditions on a homotopy category (%‘, VZ,), which are 
needed in the next theorem. 
Let 9 be the category whose objects are weak pushouts diagrams in g 
x,-x 3 
and whose morphisms are defined in the obvious manner, and let go be the full 
subcategory of 9 specified by Xi E ‘iZO (i = 0,1,2,3). Let Pi : 9+ 0 be the functors 
defined by Pj(n)=Xi on objects and in the obvious manner on morphisms 
(i = 0, 1,2,3). For each object 7~ of 8, the functors P, induce functors Pi : (P,,l n) 4 
(%‘oiX,) defined by Pi(@)= Pi(@) for each object 4 of (901~). Then 
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Condition (A). For each diagram 
X,+X,-X, 
in E’, there exists a weak pushout diagram rt as above with the property that there 
exists a filtered subcategory @ of (go1 JT) such that the composite functor Szi 
~2(@&+(un,~X,) 
is final for i = 0, 1,2,3. q 
Let now {Xi}, iel, be a family of objects of VZ indexed by a set I. Let 
qi : Xi + V Xi be the coproduct injections and, for any family of morphisms of %? 
(Vi:Xi’Y}, iEI, let (Vi):VXi + Y be the unique morphism such that (vi)qi = Vi, 
iEI. Then 
Condition (B). For each family {Xi}, i E I, of objects of %‘, there exist a final sub- 
category g of ( ET0 1V Xi), a final functor for every i E I 
pi : ~ --f (tZ()lXi), 
and, for each f E g and for each i E I, a morphism of (gOl V Xi) 
uf:qi°C;(f)-tf 
such that, for every f E 9, V I’x,Z;(f> belongs to Q0 and 
<r”X,(uf)):VTX,~ii(f)-‘TVX,(f) 
is an isomorphism. 0 
Theorem 1.2. Let (ET, ‘&To) be a homotopy category which satisfies Conditions (A) 
and (B). If H: fZzp + Set is a compact homotopy functor, then so is fi. 
Proof. To prove that c? takes coproducts to products, let {Xi}, ie I, be a family 
of objects of ‘$7 indexed by a set I. We have to show that 
A(V Xi)~ ~ A(Xi). 
By the definition of I? and the fact that the subcategory g in Condition (B) is 
final, 
I?(V Xi) = lim HTv x, z lim H(& x, 1 g ). 
In view of Condition (B) and the fact that, by assumption, H takes coproducts to 
products, 
lim H(Tvx, 1 g)zlirn H(V T_,JYi)glim n Hr,Z;. 
But limits commute with products and pi is final, so that 
lim n HTx,zig n lim Hrx,ziE n lim H&z fl A(Xi). 
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To prove that E? takes weak pushouts to weak pullbacks, note first that, given 
a diagram 
x,-x,-x, 
in FZ, if fi takes a particular weak pushout of this diagram to a weak pullback, then 
it does so for any weak pushout of the diagram. Thus, it is sufficient to consider 
a weak pushout diagram n satisfying the property in Condition (A). We have to 
prove that 
fax,) - mx3 > 
is a weak pullback in Set. But by the definition of r? and the fact that the functors 
52, (i=O, 1,2,3) in Condition (A) are final, this diagram is isomorphic to the 
diagram 
lim H&Q0 - lim Hrx, 52i 
lim H~x$, - lim HT,,Q3 
in which the arrows are induced by the four morphisms in each object of 9. 
Consider now elements X;E lim Hl-,,,sZi (i= 1,2) that have a common image in 
lim HT,,Q,. If 
K,------tK 1 
K2-K 3 
is an arbitrary object of S, let xi(r) be the projection of Xi into H(K,) (i= 1,2). 
Since X,(T) and x2(t) also have a common image in H(K,) and since H takes weak 
pushouts into weak pullbacks, there is an element x3(r) in H(K3) mapping to xi(r) 
and x2(r), respectively. Let S(t) be the subset of H(K,) consisting of all such 
elements x3(r). If 8: r+ r’ is an arbitrary morphism in @, then clearly S(t’) is 
mapped into S(t) by the map H&$S3(8). 
Now H is by assumption compact, so that there is a factorization H = FC, where 
C: Qop + Cmpt Haus. Let T(r) be the subspace of C(K,) such that F(T(T)) = S(r). 
T(r) is clearly closed in C(K,). Thus for each object r of g we have a compact 
Hausdorff space T(s) and this assignment can be regarded as the object function 
of a functor 
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T: gap+ Cmpt Haus. 
Since 9 is filtered by Condition (A), Lemma 1.1 implies that lim T is non-empty. 
But F(lim T) is clearly a subset of lim Hrx3Q3, and each element of this subset 
maps to x1 and x2, respectively. 
To prove that Z’?is compact, it is sufficient to notice that, since Fpreserves limits, 
we have for each X in ‘8 
I?(X) = lim HT,= lim(FCTx) = F(lim Crx). 0 
Corollary 1.3. If the homotopy category (%‘, E?,) satisfies Conditions (A), (B) and 
(W), and if H: hop+ Set is a homotopy functor such that H 1 g;~ is compact, then 
the canonical natural transformation r~ : H+ (H 1 g;~f is an equivalence. 
Proof. The natural transformation 17 is given, for each XE ‘?F?, by the unique mor- 
phism qx such that the diagram 
commutes for each object j : L --t X of ( gO 1 X). Since H 14~ is a compact homotopy 
functor, so is (H I,ir)m by Theorem 1.2. By Brown’s Representability Theorem, 
both H and (H /F;~) are representable. Suppose that Z and U represent H and 
(H 1 v,$” > respectively. By the Yoneda Lemma, there is a (unique) morphism 
f:Z+Usuch that for each XEF? 
f*:Kzl-+~x~l 
coincides with rx. But qx is a bijection for each XE gOo, so that by Condition (W), 
f is an isomorphism. 0 
Corollary 1.4. If the homotopy category (%, gO) satisfies Conditions (A), (B) and 
(W), then a compact functor H: E?~” --) Set is representable by an object of E7 if 
and only if it is a homotopy functor. 
Proof. The proof of necessity is trivial. To prove sufficiency, observe that, by 
Theorem 1.2, I? is a compact homotopy functor defined on F?Op, hence represent- 
able by Brown’s Representability Theorem. Therefore H=Z? /g;~ is also represent- 
able by an object of E?. 0 
Given the categories 93 and g, we will denote by 93’ the functor category with 
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objects the (covariant) functors T: g + 35’ and morphisms the natural transforma- 
tions between two such functors. 
Theorem 1.5. Let (g, gO) be a homotopy category. Let A? be a small cofiltered 
category and let A : d + Cmpt Haus”’ be a functor such that the composite 
Fo /l(a) is a hornotopy functor for each a E.AZ. Then lim A exists and the composite 
Folim A is a homotopy functor. 
Proof. To prove that F(lim A) takes coproducts into products, let {X,}, i E I, be a 
family of objects of g indexed by a set I. We have to show that 
F(lim A>(V X,) z n F(lim /1)(X,). 
For each object X of g there is a functor ‘evaluate at X’ 
E, : Cmpt Haus”‘+ Cmpt Haus, 
given by E,(H) = H(X). Since F preserves limits and limits in a functor category 
may be calculated pointwise [8, p. 1121, we have 
F(lim A)(V X,) z lim (FE” ,$A). 
But, by assumption, F/l(u) takes coproducts to products, so that, for each CCEGZZ, 
we have 
= n (FE,A)((-w). 
Finally, since products commute with limits, 
lim (FE” X,A) g lim fl (FE,A) = n lim (FExSA) G n F(lim Ex,A) 
= n F(lim A)(Xi). 
To prove that F(limA) takes weak pushouts into weak pullbacks, let 
x,-x 3 
be a weak pushout diagram in CC. We have to show that 
F(lim A)X, - F(lim /1)X1 
F(lim A)X, - F(lim A)X, 
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is a weak pullback diagram in Set. Suppose that Xi l F(lim/1)X, (i= 1,2) have a 
common image in F(limA)X,. By assumption, the diagram 
F-A (~P’o - FA (a)X, 
I I 
FA(a)X* t--- FNa)X, 
is a weak pullback for each a~._&. Thus, if x,(a) EFA(~)X, is the projection of Xi 
(i= 1,2), there is an element x3(a) in FA(a)X3 mapping to X,((Y) and x2(o), respec- 
tively. Let T(a) be the subspace of /l(a)Xs such that FT(a) is the set of all such 
elements x3(a). T(a) is clearly closed in /l(a)X,. Moreover, if @ : a+ a’ is a mor- 
phism in d, then clearly T(a) is mapped into T(a’) by /l(@)x,. Thus we get the 
functor 
T: ~2 + Cmpt Haus. 
Since &’ is cofiltered, Lemma 1.1 implies that lim T is non-empty. But F(lim T) is 
clearly a subset of F(lim /1)X, and each element of this subset maps to x1 and x2, 
respectively. 0 
2. A general abstract Sullivan completion 
Let %, be a small, full subcategory of g. If X is a fixed object of the category 
+Z, (X 1 g,) will denote [8, p. 461 the category of objects of g, under X, whose 
objects are maps g : X-t K in E? with K in ?Z, and whose morphisms from g to 
g’:X+K’arethosemapsh:K+K’in g, forwhichhg=g’. Let @,:(X1g,)-+g, 
be the forgetful functor taking X+ K into K. 
Let D: gi + SetgoP be the restriction to 8, of the Yoneda functor, given for 
each object K of %?t by D(K) = [-, K]. Consider, for each object X of g, the com- 
posite 
DQx : (X 1 gI) -+ SetgoP. 
Since %i is small, the limit lim (D@,) exists, and is a functor from ‘ZZop to Set. 
Finally, let 
F go’ : Cmpt Ha”SgoP -+ SetgoD 
be the functor defined by F’O’(H) = FH. 
Theorem 2.1. Let (‘67, E?,) be a homotopy category satisfying Conditions (A), (B) 
and (W), and let E?, be a small, full subcategory of g satisfying the following con- 
ditions: 
(1) VZ, has finite products and weak pullbacks preserved by the inclusion g, C g. 
(2) There exists a functor 
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R : G3, -+ Cmpt HausBnP 
such that there is a natural equivalence 
F ‘OP~RzD: gl +S&‘“‘. 
Under these conditions, for every object X of ‘67, the functor lim (D@,) is 
representable. 
Proof. Since E?, is assumed to be small, so is (X1 E?r), and condition (1) implies 
that (X 167,) is cofiltered. Thus, by taking &=(X i E?r) and A = R@_.,, in Theorem 
1.5, we infer that the composite Fo(lim R@,) is a homotopy functor. But, since F 
has a left adjoint, so does FWDP [14, p. 1281; therefore F”O’ preserves limits, so 
that, in view of condition (2), we have 
Fo (lim RQsx) = FVo”(lim RQx) Glim (F”“‘RQX) rlim (D@,). 
Thus, lim (D@,) is a homotopy functor, and therefore it is representable by 
Brown’s Representability Theorem. q 
Proposition 2.2. Let (@Y, ?Z,) be a homotopy category satisfying Conditions (A), (B) 
and (W), and let g, be a subcategory of %. If [L, K] is finite for every L E g,, and 
every K E 67,) then condition (2) in Theorem 2.1 is satisfied. 
Proof. For each object K of %r, there is a (unique) functor A, : f7~p + Cmpt Haus 
such that FA, = DK 1 g’i;‘~, namely the one which assigns to each L E g,, the finite set 
[L, K] with the discrete topology. Thus DK 1 a;~ is a compact homotopy functor; 
by Corollary 1.3, the canonical natural transformation rK : DK+ (DK IV;p)n is an 
equivalence. But by Theorem 1.2, (DK lg;~l)A is a compact functor, so that there is 
a functor B,: gap + Cmpt Haus such that FB,= (DK / V;~)A; in fact, for each 
XE E?, BK(X)=limAKTx. Set R(K)=BK. 
Now let f: K + K’ in gI. There obviously exists a (unique) natural transforma- 
tion @ : AK -+A,, such that F@ =Df 1 q;~. For each X in g, set (Rf), = lim @r,. 
Then it is straightforward to verify that Rf: RK + RK’ is a natural transformation 
and that the natural transformations vi1 for KE VZl define a natural equivalence 
F B”P~RcD. 0 
Definition 2.3. Assume that all the hypotheses in Theorem 2.1 are fulfilled. For each 
object X of g”, the (unenriched) Sullivan completion of X with respect to g,, 
denoted by SuV,X, is the object of %? such that there is a natural equivalence 
lim (D@,) E [-, Su,,X]. 
Clearly, this means that Suw,X= lim (J@,), where J: %, + g is the inclusion 
functor. 
If we vary X in Q, we get a functor 
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This functor comes equipped with a natural transformation E : 1 w --f Su,, given, 
for each XE 8, by the unique morphism cX such that the diagram 
Su@,X= lim (JQx) 
commutes for each object g : X-t K of (X 1 E?,). 
Su,, is the right Kan extension of the inclusion J: ‘67, c '$7 along itself 181. 
3. Sullivan completions for topologized objects 
Let %Z be an arbitrary category, and let D : ‘8 -+ Set”’ be the Yoneda functor, 
given for every object X of g by D(X) = I--,X]. A topologized object of %? is a pair 
(X, O), where X is an object of E? and 0: gap-+ Top is a functor such that 
FO =D(X). A morphism of topologized objects (X, 0) + (Y, Z) is a pair (J; r), 
where f: X + Y is a morphism of F? and q : 0 H + Z is a natural transformation such 
that Fq = D(f). The topologized objects of F? and their morphisms form a new 
category, denoted by gT [3]. 
There is an obvious forgetful functor I/: gT + 8, and we recall from [3] the 
following: 
Proposition 3.1. V creates (weak) limits. 0 
Assume now that all the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1 are fulfilled. It is then easy 
to verify that one can define a functor S : 8, + f2” by setting S(K) = (K,R(K)) for 
each object K of g1 and Sdf) = cf, R(S)) for each morphism f of E?i. 
The conclusion of Theorem 2.1 asserts that, for every object X of E?, lim (JQx) = 
Su,,X exists. Now we see that, in fact, Sug,X=lim (S@,), the enriched Sullivan 
completion of X with respect o @T,, also exists. This follows from Proposition 3.1, 
in view of the fact that VSQx= JQx. Thus we get a functor Sug, : 8 + gT, and 
plainly VSug, = Su,, . 
We write E?T = V/-'(tY1). Then we have 
Proposition 3.2. FZ: has finite products and weak pullbacks preserved by the inclu- 
sion g:C fiTT. 
Proof. Consider a diagram X+ Y + 2 in %‘F. By condition (1) in Theorem 2.1, 
there exists a weak pullback diagram in 67, 
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VW) - v y> 
which is also a weak pullback in 8. But Proposition 3.1 now implies that there exists 
a weak pullback diagram in gT 
u-z 
! ! 
X-Y 
and V(U) = P. Hence UE g;. 
The proof that grr has finite products is similar. 0 
Lemma 3.3. For each object X in fTT the functor V;’ : (X 1 f?:) + (V(X)1 ‘?Zl) 
taking (X + K) to (V(X) + V(K)) is initial. 
Proof. For each object K of Q, let A,: Bop +Top be the composite of D(K) and 
the functor which assigns to each set the indiscrete topology on that set. If X is any 
object of EZT and s: V(X) -+ K is a morphism in ‘$2, then it is obvious that there is 
a unique morphism 6,: X+ (K, A,) in gT such that V(6,) =s. 
To prove the lemma, first, notice that V, x is surjective on objects; for, if 
s: V(X) + K is an arbitrary object of (V(X)1 E?,), we have V;“(S,) =s. Second, 
observe that, given a commutative diagram in E? 
with K in E?,, we can ‘lift’ it to a commutative diagram in gT: 
Y 
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Third, remark that Proposition 3.2 implies that (Xl S,‘) is cofiltered. The conclu- 
sion of the lemma is now immediate. 0 
We denote by Yx : (X 1 ET) + ET: the forgetful functor, and by JT : f?: -+ fZT the 
inclusion functor. Then 
Theorem 3.4. For every object X in gT,_ lim (JTYx) exists. 
Proof. We have VJTYx= JQVc,,Vlx. But lim (J@,(x,) = Sue, V(X) exists. Since 
V;’ is initial by Lemma 3.3, this is also a limit of VJTYx [16, p. 701. The 
conclusion follows from Proposition 3.1. 0 
We write SuG,X=lim (JTYx). Thus we get a functor Sui, : gT+ fZT, which is a 
Sullivan completion for topologized objects of E?. Su;f,, is the right Kan extension 
of the inclusion JT along itself [8]. Using Lemma 3.3, properties of initial functors 
[16, p. 701, and the fact that V preserves limits, one infers that ISus, = Su., V. 
We write Vi = V 1 v:. Then we have 
Corollary 3.5. For every object X in 6TT, lim (SI’, Yx) exists. 
Proof. We have VSVi Yx= JV, Yx= VJTYx. But lim ( VJTYx) exists by the above. 
The conclusion follows from Proposition 3.1. 0 
We write Su~~X=lim (SVi Yx). Thus we get a functor SLIT,: : QT-+ gT, which 
is also a Sullivan completion for topologized objects of 0. St&T is the right 
Kan extension of SF’, along the inclusion JT [8]. Using again the fact that I/ 
preserves limits, one infers that VSu~~ = I?%;,. 
Since by Lemma 3.3 I’;” is initial and SE’, u/,= S@.,,,VT, we have, for any X in 
gT, lim (SV, ul,) =lim (S@,,& [16, p. 701, so that St&T = Su,#, I/. 
4. The equivariant Sullivan profinite completion 
Let G be a compact Lie group. Let Ggdenote the category of based left G-spaces, 
with G acting trivially on basepoints, and based G-maps. The trivial action of G on 
the n-sphere S” gives for each nr0 and each closed subgroup H of G an n-G- 
sphere S&, which is the object of G.F defined by 
St;= (G/H)+ AS” = ((G/H) x S”)/((G/H) x { *}). 
fZG will denote the homotopy category of based G-CW complexes [7, Ch. I, 011. 
Thus, an object of EFo is a G-space XE Gg which is the union of an expanding se- 
quence of sub G-spaces 
x0cx’cx2c ... 
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with the following properties: 
(i) X0 is the basepoint; 
(ii) For each n LO, X n+’ is the mapping cone of a based G-map 
where {H1},., is a collection of closed subgroups of G. 
The morphisms of %?G from X to Y, denoted by [X, Y],, are the based G- 
homotopy classes of based G-maps from X to Y. 
If X is a based G-CW complex, the evident map from the cone on a wedge sum- 
mand Sz,T’ into X is called an n-G-cell. A sub G-space Y of X is said to be a G- 
subcomplex if Y is a based G-CW complex such that YnCX” and the composite of 
each n-G-cell CSf;, ’ + Y” C Y and the inclusion YCX is an n-G-cell of X. 
A based G-CW complex X is said to be finite, if X=X’n for some m and the in- 
dexing set A4, in (ii) is finite for each ~20. The full subcategory of g)G whose 
objects are the finite based G-CW complexes will be denoted by %G,O. 
G-CW complexes have been studied by Bredon [l] for finite G and by Matumoto 
[lo], Illman [S], and Waner [20] for compact Lie groups G. 
Let X be an object of GK For each subgroup N of G, the fixed-point set XH is 
defined by 
X”={x~XIhx=x for all ~EH}. 
Then the equivariant homotopy groups of X are defined to be the collection of 
homotopy groups 
?-f(X) = 7rn(XH)z [S&X],, 
where nr0 and H runs through the closed subgroups of G [7, Ch. I, 01; 201. 
For every object X of go,, let S,v be the subcategory of (%~,a IX) whose objects 
are of the form j : Y + X, where Y is a finite G-subcomplex of X and j is the homo- 
topy class of the inclusion map, and whose morphisms are homotopy classes of in- 
clusion maps of such finite G-subcomplexes. Then, by using the fact that any 
compact subset of X is contained in a finite G-subcomplex of X [lo, p. 3681, it is 
easy to prove the following: 
Lemma 4.1. For every object X of $ZG, the subcategory Nx of (go, o 1 X) is final. 
0 
Theorem 4.2. (t3,, %G,O) is a homotopy category which satisfies Conditions (A), 
(B) and (W). 
Proof. Coproducts are given in gG and @? G,O by wedges. Weak pushouts in E’d and 
gc,O are obtained by approximating morphisms in @?o by G-cellular maps and 
forming the double mapping cylinder [I 1, p. 621. Finally, for each sequence of mor- 
phisms f, :Xn-+X,,+, in gG, a weak colimit is obtained by approximating the f,,‘s 
by G-cellular maps and forming the mapping telescope [l 1, p. 621. 
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To show that (go, F?oJ satisfies Condition (W), notice that, if f :X-t Yin @?o 
is such that 
f* : [z,xl, -+ [z, yl, 
is a bijection for every object Z of ‘&‘o,e, then it is so for every G-sphere Sfi; thus 
f * : 71, w? + n, ( YH) 
is a bijection for every n and H, so that f is a weak equivalence, since XH and YH 
are connected [7, Ch. I, $11. The equivariant version of Whitehead’s Theorem 
[lo, 201 now implies that f is an isomorphism in go. 
To show that (@?G, %?o,,) satisfies Condition (A), consider a diagram in %?o of the 
form 
f2 fl 
x,-xX,-x,. 
Choose a G-cellular map Q; in the G-homotopy class f, (i = 1,2), and form the 
following weak pushout diagram n in go, where M(a,,az) denotes the double 
mapping cylinder of al and cx2: 
fl 
x0-x I 
f2 I I 
We can also form the following weak pushout diagram o in go, where M(ai) 
denotes the mapping cylinder of ai (i = 1,2) and all the arrows are homotopy classes 
of inclusion maps: 
X ‘Ma,) 
I0 I 
I I 
Ma2) -M%,@2) 
There clearly is an isomorphism s : o + n in 9, defined by the identity maps of X0 
and M(a,, az) and the homotopy classes of the canonical retractions M(a;) +X; 
(i= 42). 
Consider now the subcategory g’ of (.9,1 o) defined as follows: the objects of 
$” are weak pushout diagrams r of the form 
Y, l-l Y* - Y 1 
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where Yj is an arbitrary finite G-subcomplex of M(cxi) (i = 1,2), and all the arrows 
are homotopy classes of inclusion maps, together with the map t : T+ 0 defined by 
the homotopy classes of the inclusions maps Y, n Y, +X0, Y + M(a,) (i = 1,2) and 
Y, U Y,-M(cxi, az); the morphisms of @’ are those defined by the homotopy 
classes of inclusion maps of such finite G-subcomplexes of M(a;) (i = 1,2). 
Finally, let 9 be the image category of the functor g’--+ (PO 1 n) which sends 
each object t of @” to st. Then 9 is filtered (indeed, it is a directed set), and it can 
be readily seen that the functor pi is final for i = 0, 1,2,3, by applying Lemma 4.1, 
the fact that a functor into a filtered category which is full and surjective on objects 
is final, and the fact that a composite of final functors is final. 
To show that (VZd, @Zoo) satisfies Condition (B), let {X;}, ie I, be a family of ob- 
jects of gc indexed by a set I. Take 9J to be the subcategory XV x, of (‘?Zo,c 1V X,), 
which, by Lemma 4.1, is final. For each object f : Y-+ V Xi of 8 and each in I, 
define Z,(f) to be the homotopy class of the inclusion map YflX,+X,, and U{ to 
be the homotopy class of the inclusion map YnX;+ Y. Then, since Y is finite, the 
wedge 
V r.,mf) = v (YnX,) 
i i 
has only finitely many nontrivial summands, so that it belongs to Z?o,a, and 
<r,,(uf)): V w-m)- y 
is plainly an isomorphism. 
Finally, for each i, Ei can be regarded as a composite 
It is immediate that .Z,! is final, so that we can infer, by applying Lemma 4.1, that 
Zi is final as a composite of final functors. 0 
Let now %o,i be the full subcategory of gG whose objects are the based G-CW 
complexes X such that nRH(X) is finite for each n 2 0 and each closed subgroup H 
of G. 
Theorem 4.3. iYG,, has finite products and weak pullbacks preserved by the inclu- 
sion FZo,, C iFG. 
Proof. B, , has finite products since, for every n and H, we have 
7$(Xx Y) = 7&X) x r&Y>. 
To show that E?o,i has weak pullbacks, consider a diagram in %?o,i of the form 
f2 fl 
x,-x()-xx,. 
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Choose a G-map oi in the G-homotopy class J (i= 1,2), form the ordinary double 
mapping path object 
W((Y,,az)={(x,,~,X2))X;EX;, oEXfO,“, a,(xl)=c0(0), c&2)=0(1)} 
and define an action of G on W(a,, a2) by g(x,, c+xz) = (gx,,gm,gx,), where 
(go)(t) = g(m(t)), t E [O, 11. Then there are G-maps W(a,, a2) --t Xi sending (x,, (x),x2) 
to x; (i= 1,2). 
It is immediate that W((Y,, a# is equal to W(ay, aF), the double mapping path 
object of the diagram obtained by restriction of al and a2 
a 
H H 
Cl H x2H~x~-xl . 
By assumption, z, (X,“) = x:(X;) is finite for each n, H and i = 0, 1,2. The exact- 
ness of the Nomura sequence [15] 
*.. + 7r,+,(XoH) --f 7r,(W((zH, azH>) + 7c,(XrH)@ 7r,(XzH) + 71,(X?) + ... 
then implies that rr,(lV(cx~,c~~)) is finite, so that rct( W(crl,cr2)) = r~~(lV(a,,~r~)~) 
is finite for each n and H. Moreover, by results of Waner [20,21], W(a,,a2) has 
the homotopy type of a G-CW complex, say Y. One can apply a construction of 
Elmendorf [4, p. 2771 to obtain a G-map Y, + Y with Y. G-connected, which is the 
equivariant version of the inclusion of the basepoint component. Thus we get a 
weak pullback diagram in gG,, 
Y, - x 1 
Let now X and Y be objects of the category CT, and let a : X-t Y be a based G- 
map. Then the trivial action of G on [0, l] induces an action of G on the reduced 
mapping cone C, = CXU, Y of a. Similarly, the trivial action of G on S’ induces 
an action of G on the reduced suspension SX=S’nX of X. Furthermore, there is 
an equivariant version of the Puppe sequence [I, p. 111.41: 
cy P Sa SP 
x- Y-cc,+x-sY-sc~~ ***. 
For any object Z of Gg, this gives rise to a long exact sequence of based sets: 
w1,~ [Y, Zl, E [C,, ZIG c [Sx, ZIG !scl,” [sy,z],sp’* [SC,, Z], +-- ... . 
Moreover, just as in the ordinary case [17, p. 3701, for each WE [SX, Z], and 
u E [C,, Z],, one can define an element of [C,, Z], , denoted by wT u, such that 
‘T’ defines an operation of [SX, Z], on [C,, Z], , and it is straightforward to verify 
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that the proof in the ordinary case can be mimicked to obtain the following equi- 
variant version of Theorem 18 of [17, p. 3711: 
Lemma 4.4. If zf, u E [C,, Z],, then /3*u=/3*v if and only if there is WE [SX,Z]o 
such that u=wTo. 0 
Using this general result we can prove the following: 
Proposition 4.5. For every object L of gG,O and every object K of gG,,, the set 
[L, K], is finite. 
Proof. There is an expanding sequence of sub G-spaces of L 
LOCL’CL?C...CL”‘=L 
satisfying conditions (i) and (ii) above, with the indexing set M,? finite for each 
nz0. We shall use finite induction. Plainly [Lo, KIG contains only one element. 
Assume that [L’, KIG is finite for every ir q. Let 
be the attaching based G-map such that Lq+’ is the mapping cone of @. Consider 
the Puppe sequence of @: 
This gives rise to the sequence: 
Let rE [Ly, KIG and let UE~*-l(r); then, according to Lemma 4.4, an element 
UE: [L q+‘, KIG belongs to p *-l(r) if and on1 y if there is w E [V, S$,T I, KIG such that 
u = wT u. Since, by the assumptions on L and K, the set 
is finite, it follows that p*-‘(r) is finite; f’ mally, since, by the induction hypothesis, 
[L”, KIG is finite, we conclude that [Lq+‘,KIG is finite. q 
Theorems 4.2 and 4.3 and Proposition 4.5 show that we are within the conditions 
of applicability of Theorem 2.1 and Proposition 2.2 if we take 
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Thus we may use the general Definition 2.3: 
For each based G-CW complex X, the equivariant Sullivan projiinite completion 
of X is the Sullivan completion of X with respect to B,, , , SusG,,X. 
Remark. We can replace go,r throughout by the full subcategory of ‘&?c having as 
objects those based G-CW complexes whose homotopy groups are finite P-groups, 
where P is an arbitrary family of primes. We thus obtain the equivariant Sullivan 
P-profinite completion. 
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